Naval Academy, Vera Cruz, Damaged by Shells
A summary of the naval maneuvers, Vera Cruz, printed by Americans after the fighting had been settled by the President and the President. Note the
damage. The cadets were either killed or injured.

Bluejackets Aiming Guns From Battleship
This interesting picture of two ships shows the conflict between Mexico and Vera
Cruz. The men are shooting away on the sea, with guns pointed at the city. They have been part of the conflict in the streets of the city and were
used to control order.

American Jackies on Guard at Vera Cruz
Bluejackets from the Alaskan are seen putting themselves across the
principal streets of Vera Cruz.

Mexican Dead In Street of Vera Cruz
The Mexicans lost about 100 dead in the fighting at Vera Cruz during the
American maneuvers. This shows some of the bodies arranged in order after
the killing and the taking.

Marines Marching to Barracks, Vera Cruz
This was captured as a detachment of United States marines marched to
the government barracks in Vera Cruz during the ascension of that city.

Marines Fighting From Vera Cruz Barricade
Marines in Vera Cruz with bullets in their mustache area point their weapons
at the cadets while the Mexican Americans were either killed or injured.

Marines Guarding Cable Office, Vera Cruz
American military personnel from the United States were on duty on the
street in Vera Cruz to effect the first broadcast message on the air.

Marines Holding Vera Cruz Railroad Terminal
Marines held the railroad terminal, Vera Cruz, with machine guns. The
American forces were commanded by Rear Admiral Phipps and the
chief engineer of the railroad was

Searching Mexican For Gun at Vera Cruz
An American marine in street patrol duty is searching a Mexican with
machine guns in a street. Thousands of marines were produced by Rear
Admiral Phipps and the

Some of the American Victims at Vera Cruz
Three bodies of the American victims killed at Vera Cruz are shown below, one
of them being driven by a Dutch permanent.